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October 16, 2014 

New York Commercial Division Adopts New Interrogatory and 
Privilege Log Rules, a Special Masters Pilot Program, and a Rule 
Requiring Staggered Court Appearances  

The Commercial Division Advisory Council was created in 2013 as a follow up to Chief Judge Jonathan 
Lippman’s Task Force on Commercial Litigation in the 21st Century.1 The Council’s goal is to advise the 
Chief Judge on an ongoing basis about matters concerning the Commercial Division of the Supreme Court 
of New York, to consider how the Commercial Division can better serve the needs of the business 
community and the changing economy, and to implement the recommendations of the Task Force’s 2012 
comprehensive report.2 Roberta Kaplan, a litigation partner at Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison 
LLP, serves on the Advisory Council and as the Co-Chair of the Advisory Council’s Subcommittee on Best 
Practices for Judicial Case Management. 

This memorandum is the third in a series alerting clients to changes to the practice rules within New 
York’s Commercial Division. This memorandum will cover two discovery-related rules, a new pilot 
program to handle discovery issues, and a rule regarding court procedures. First, it will address two new 
rules changing the way that discovery is conducted in the Commercial Division: Rule 11-a, limiting 
interrogatories both in number and scope, and Rule 11-b, stating a preference for a categorical, as opposed 
to a document-by-document, approach to privilege logs. This memorandum will then discuss the newly-
adopted pilot program to appoint retired, experienced attorneys as Special Masters to oversee complex 
commercial disputes, particularly ones with complicated or extensive discovery issues. Third and finally, 
this memorandum will consider the new rule requiring staggered court appearances for oral arguments on 
motions. 

Numerical and Scope Limits on Interrogatories 

On April 24, 2014, Chief Administrative Judge A. Gail Prudenti signed Rule 11-a of Section 202.70(g) of 
the Rules of Practice for the Commercial Division.3 This rule, entitled “Interrogatories,” went into effect 
                                                             
1 For more information on the Task Force, see http://www.nycourts.gov/press/PDFs/PR13_05.pdf. 

2 The Chief Judge’s Task Force on Commercial Litigation in the 21st Century, Report and Recommendations to the Chief Judge of the 

State of New York at 24 (June 2012), 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/comdiv/PDFs/ChiefJudgesTaskForceOnCommercialLitigationInThe21stpdf.pdf [“Task Force 

Report”]. 

3 For Rule 11-a, see http://www.nycourts.gov/RULES/comments/orders/AO-78-14.pdf.  



 

on June 2, 2014, and limits both the quantity and scope of inquiries either party may pose to the opposing 
party by means of interrogatories during civil discovery in Commercial Division cases. While some judges 
in the Commercial Division already limit interrogatories;4 this rule extends certain limitations to the 
entire Commercial Division.  

The Task Force adopted interrogatory limits that use as a starting point the limits that already exist in the 
federal system. More specifically, Rule 33(a)(1) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure imposes a limit of 
25 interrogatories per side, unless stipulated otherwise by the parties or ordered by the court. Despite 
recognizing that such limits might be restrictive, the Task Force indicated a belief that such restraints “are 
fundamentally fair to all parties, prevent gamesmanship, and will assist in streamlining discovery” in 
commercial cases. Several other states have imposed interrogatory limits. Alaska, Illinois, Maine, and the 
Tennessee Knox County Chancery Court cap interrogatories at 30.5 California allows for a maximum of 35 
interrogatories.6 The Rule’s drafters expressed their intent to reduce the burdens that come with excessive 
interrogatories. 7  

The new Commercial Division accordingly provides as follows: 

Limit of 25: Interrogatories during discovery are now limited to 25, including subparts, per side, unless 
the court orders otherwise. 8  

Scope of Interrogatories: The rule restricts the content of the 25 interrogatories to three categories: 
“[(1)] those seeking names of witnesses with knowledge of information relevant to the subject matter of 
the action, [(2)] the computation of each category of damage alleged, and [(3)] the existence, custodian, 
location and general description of relevant documents, including pertinent insurance agreements, and 
other physical evidence.” Interrogatories outside these categories may only be served if the parties 
consent, or if the court orders them upon a showing of good cause.  

Contention Interrogatories: Finally, the rule provides that parties may not serve contention 
interrogatories, which are inquiries intended to enable parties to learn other parties’ positions with 

                                                             
4 See, e.g., Hon. Shirley Werner Kornreich, New York County Supreme Court, Practices in Part 54 at 2, 

http://www.nycourts.gov/courts/comdiv/PDFs/Practices_in_Part_54.pdf.  

5 Alaska R. Civ. P. 33, Ill. Ct. R. 213, Me. R. Ct. 33, and Tennessee Knox Cnty. Local Chancery Ct. R. 8. 

6 Cal. Civ. P. §  2030(c). 

7 Task Force Report at 24. 

8 Pete Brush, NY Curbs Interrogatories for Commercial Courts, Law360 (Apr. 25, 2014, 1:38PM), available at 

http://www.law360.com/articles/531877/ny-curbs-interrogatories-for-commercial-courts. 



 

respect to issues raised in the pleadings.9 before the close of discovery, unless the parties consent or the 
court orders otherwise.  

The new Commercial Division rule differs from Rule 33.3 of the Local Civil Rules for the Southern District 
of New York10 as to the conditions under which contention interrogatories are allowed. In the Southern 
District, interrogatories outside of the original 25, such as contention interrogatories, may only be served 
if they are “a more practical method of obtaining the information sought than a request for production or 
a deposition.”11 The new Commercial Division rule, by contrast, is arguably more efficient because it only 
permits additional interrogatories if the parties consent or the court so orders for good cause. 

New Categorical Approach to Privilege Logs 

On July 8, 2014, Chief Judge Prudenti adopted Rule 11-b, entitled “Privilege Logs,” which took effect on 
September 2, 2014.12 The rule governs the form, content, and procedure for cataloging claims of privilege 
within the Commercial Division, with the goal of curtailing the excessive costs and time that such logging 
generally entails.13  

Previously, under the New York Civil Practice Law, parties had to prepare a separate log entry for each 
document withheld on grounds of privilege, with its date, the authors and recipients, and the reason why a 
privilege was being asserted. The new rule clearly articulates a preference for categorical privilege logs 
over individualized document-by-document privilege designations, reflecting the prevailing view of many 
practitioners and clients that individualized designations proved expensive and cumbersome.  

As a result, the new Commercial Division rule requires parties to meet and confer at the start of the 
case in order to discuss: 

• the scope of privilege review; 

                                                             
9 Id.  

10 http://www.nysd.uscourts.gov/rules/rules.pdf at 36. 

11 Id. 

12 For Rule 11-b, see http://www.nycourts.gov/RULES/comments/orders/AO-114-14.pdf.  

13 For articles discussing the efforts to adopt more efficient and cost-conscious litigation forums, see Pete Brush, NY Rule to Tame 

Unwieldy Privilege Logs Could Catch On, Law360 (July 8, 2014, 6:59 PM), available at 

http://www.law360.com/articles/555320/ny-rule-to-tame-unwieldy-privilege-logs-could-catch-on; Suevon Lee, Rule Limiting 

Privilege Log Practice to Take Effect, New York Law Journal (July 9, 2014), available at 

http://www.newyorklawjournal.com/id=1202662359118/Rule-Limiting-Privilege-Log-Practice-to-Take-

Effect?slreturn=20140621122311.  



 

• the amount of information to be provided in the privilege logs; 

• whether or not to utilize categorical designations of privileged documents; 

• whether certain categories of information, such as certain types of clearly privileged materials, 
can be excluded altogether from the privilege logs; and 

• any lingering issues, such as whether or not to include a non-waiver order indicating that 
mistaken disclosure of privileged documents does not indicate a party’s waiver of the privilege.  

The Chief Judge’s Task Force Report concluded that the costs of privilege logs often outweigh the benefits, 
and identified the categorical approach as an efficient modification to the otherwise burdensome 
practice.14 The New York State Bar Association also endorsed the categorical designation approach as an 
improvement over the “harrowing burden” of privilege logs in state court practice.15 

While the rule assumes that the parties will consider categorical review in good faith during the meet-and-
confer process, it does not make it mandatory. Instead, the rule encourages parties to agree to do so 
“where possible.” 

The Delaware Chancery Court Practice Guidelines strongly encourage categorical logging:16  

It may be possible for parties to agree to log certain types of documents by category 
instead of on a document-by-document basis. Categories of documents that might 
warrant such treatment include internal communications between lawyer and client 
regarding drafts of an agreement, or internal communications solely among in-house 
counsel about a transaction at issue. These kinds of documents are often privileged and, 
in many cases, logging them on a document-by-document basis is unlikely to be 
beneficial. 17 

                                                             
14 Task Force Report at 17. 

15 Commercial and Federal Litigation Section, The Advisory Council’s Proposal Concerning Categorical Privilege Logs at 2, 

available at http://www.nycourts.gov/rules/comments/PDF/received/PrivilegeLogsRule.pdf. 

16 Kevin F. Brady & Francis G.X. Pileggi, Delaware Court of Chancery Amends its Rules and Introduces New Discovery Guidelines, 

37 Del. J. Corp. L. 996, 1001 (2013), available at http://www.djcl.org/Archive%20Pages/Article%20PDFs/37-3/9-

Introduction_to_Discovery_Guidelines.pdf.  

17 Guideline 7(b)(ii), Delaware Court of Chancery Guidelines for the Collection and Review of Documents in Discovery, 

http://courts.state.de.us/chancery/docs/CompleteGuidelines.pdf (2012). 



 

The Southern District of New York and the Delaware Chancery Court have similarly endorsed categorical 
privilege logs as a discovery option. S.D.N.Y. Local Rule 26.2(c), for example, states: “[W]hen asserting 
privilege on the same basis with respect to multiple documents, it is presumptively proper to provide the 
information required by this rule by group or category.”18 Neither court, however, goes so far as to state a 
preference for categorical designations over document-by-document analysis, as does the new 
Commercial Division rule. 

The final rule also incorporates the suggestion made by the Commercial and Federal Litigation Section of 
the New York State Bar Association, that parties can at the outset designate that certain types of 
documents that are presumed to be privileged can be categorically excluded from privilege logs.19 Thus, 
internal firm communications and communications exclusively between a party and its trial counsel, 
which are undisputedly privileged, do not necessarily have to be included on the privilege logs. 

“Opting out” of Categorical Review: If the party seeking document production refuses to allow 
categorical designations of privileged documents, but instead opts for an individualized document-by-
document review, that party may ultimately have to bear the financial burden of that review. Thus, the 
new rule provides that, unless the court issues a protective order allowing for individualized review, the 
requesting party may be required to pay for the cost of document-by-document privilege review, including 
attorneys’ fees.20 

Email Chains: If the parties opt for compiling document-by-document privilege logs, the rule allows 
attorneys to log uninterrupted e-mail chains as single entries, with the following descriptions:  

• specifying that the e-mails consist of an uninterrupted dialogue constituting one chain; 

• the times and dates beginning and ending the dialogue; 

• the number of emails within the dialogue; and 

• the authors and recipients of the various emails, as well as pertinent identifying information. 

                                                             
18 S.D.N.Y. Rule 26.2(c), Local Rules of the United States District Courts for the Southern and Eastern District of New York, 

http://www.nysd.uscourts.gov/rules/rules.pdf (2013). 

19 Id. at 4.  

20 Subcommittee on Procedural Rules to Promote Efficient Case Resolution, Modification of Privilege Log Practice in Commercial 

Cases: Proposed Amendment to the Statewide Rules of Practice for the Commercial Division at 3 (Feb. 25, 2014), 

http://www.nycourts.gov/RULES/comments/PDF/PCPacketPrivilegeLogs.pdf.  



 

Certification, etc.: In order to prevent substantive information gaps in categorical logs, the rule include 
additional and significant requirements: 

• For each category of privileged documents, the producing party must proffer a certification 
stating the facts that warrant protection and a statement as to how the documents were 
categorized (such as through sampling or individualized review).  

• A responsible attorney must actively oversee the privilege review to ensure that documents are 
being withheld in good faith.  

For complex matters, the rule also encourages parties to retain a Special Master (discussed further below) 
to resolve disputes concerning privilege logs in an efficient manner.  

Special Masters Pilot Program 

On August 4, 2014, Chief Judge Prudenti signed an order authorizing the Special Masters Pilot Program 
within the Commercial Division of the Supreme Court in New York County.21 In this 18-month 
experimental program beginning on September 2, 2014, Justices within the Commercial Division will be 
able to refer discovery disputes in complex commercial cases to experienced former practitioners, who 
will review and report to the court. These Special Masters will work on a pro bono basis.  

The Special Masters program is designed to improve efficiency in the Commercial Division through better 
discovery management. The referral process could relieve the burdens on judges’ dockets without cost to 
the court system.22 And, though referring cases currently happens on an ad-hoc basis, Chief Judge 
Prudenti’s order institutionalizes the program with a panel of vetted attorneys who are willing to serve.23 
The Task Force Report maintained, and Judge Prudenti’s order provides, that parties to the litigation 
must consent to appointing a special Master to oversee the case. 

Chief Judge Prudenti’s final order, entitled Special Masters Pilot Program, provides as follows:24 

                                                             
21 For the finalized program, see http://pdfserver.amlaw.com/cli_editorial/SpecialMastersOrder.pdf (Aug. 4, 2014). 

22 Suevon Lee, Pilot Program Seeks to Draw from ‘Reservoir of Experience,’ Commercial Litigation Insider (Aug. 5, 2014), available 

at 

http://www.litinsider.com/PubArticleCLI.jsp?id=1202665769504&Pilot_Program_Seeks_to_Draw_from_Reservoir_of_Exp

erience.  

23 Id. 

24 See supra note 23. 



 

• Chief Judge Prudenti will decide the counties in which to implement the Special Masters pilot 
program.25 She will also designate Justices to participate in the 18-month experiment. 

• Those participating Justices may delegate matters to be assigned to Special Masters for oversight. 

• Chief Judge Prudenti will appoint a pool of Special Masters, consisting of retired practitioners 
who are highly experienced in complex commercial disputes.26 Moreover, the Chief Judge will 
attempt to ensure that these Special Masters: 1) do not have obvious conflicts of interest; 2) are 
experienced enough not to require further training; and 3) will be able to serve pro bono for long 
enough to deal with a complex dispute. 27 

•  The Office of Court Administration and the participating Justices will determine procedural 
issues relating to obtaining parties’ consent, referral to Special Masters, and cost-sharing between 
parties. 

• Justices may not assign matters directly to Special Masters. Instead, once a Justice decides to 
refer a case, the Clerk’s Office will assign it randomly to a Special Master to review and report on 
discovery matters. 

• Once a Special Master has been assigned, he or she will disclose sufficient information to identify 
any potential conflicts of interest. If conflicts arise in the first instance, the parties may request a 
different Special Master, again appointed at random. 

• Finally, the Subcommittee on Additional Resources will monitor the pilot program’s 
implementation by interviewing Justices, counsel, and the Special Masters. The subcommittee 
will recommend that the Commercial Division Advisory Council either expand, modify, or 
discontinue the Special Masters program. 

                                                             
25 A Senior Justice in the Commercial Division, Charles E. Ramos, predicted that one New York City county and one or two upstate 

counties might be chosen for the pilot. Pete Brush, NY Commercial Courts Launching Special Master Pilot Program, Law360 

(Aug. 4, 2014), available at http://www.law360.com/articles/563909/ny-commercial-courts-launching-special-master-pilot-

program.  

26 The Task Force’s initial recommendations indicated that Special Masters should be “distinguished and seasoned practitioners”; 

however, the final rule requires that the Special Masters be retired. Brush, supra note 27.  

27 Though serving on a pro bono basis helps to avoid any conflicts of interest, parties must cover costs the Special Masters might 

incur while carrying out their duties. 



 

Enlisting third-party Special Masters for complex cases is not a novel idea; indeed, the Federal Judicial 
Center has articulated similar guidelines for appointing Special Masters.28 However, unique aspects of the 
New York Commercial Division’s pilot program include utilizing retired practitioners (rather than retired 
judges), and asking Special Masters to serve pro bono.  

Staggered Court Appearances—Adopted August 2, 2014 and Effective September 2, 2014 

Finally, to increase efficiency, reduce unnecessary attorneys’ fees, and improve the atmosphere in which 
cases are heard within the Commercial Division29, the Commercial Division Advisory Council has 
recommended staggering attorney court appearances by assigning each case its own time slot for oral 
argument on a motion.30 Traditionally, all lawyers for cases in the Commercial Division on a given day 
have been asked to appear at the same time.31 This system leads to wasted time and money as attorneys 
wait to appear before the court. 

The new rule provides as follows: 

• Each court appearance before a Commercial Division Justice for oral argument on a motion will 
be assigned a time slot, the length of which will be in the court’s sole discretion. 

• To avoid the appearance of ex parte communication, even those parties who believe they are not 
directly involved in the matter before the court must appear unless specifically excused by 
the court.32  

• To ensure that all attorneys are aware of the designated time even if the court’s notification 
system fails, each attorney who receives notification of an appearance for a specific date and time 
must notify all other parties by e-mail that the matter is scheduled to be heard on the date 
and the time specified. To facilitate this system, all parties must exchange e-mail addresses at the 
commencement of the case and keep their e-mail addresses current. 

                                                             
28 Academy of Court Appointed Masters, Appointing Special Masters and Other Judicial Adjuncts: A Handbook for Judges and 

Lawyers (2009), http://www.fjc.gov/public/pdf.nsf/lookup/ACAM2009.pdf/$file/ACAM2009.pdf. The guidelines cite to an 

old article setting forth an aged Supreme Court case calling special masters’ fees to be “liberal,” though not “exorbitant.” 

29 See https://www.nycourts.gov/courts/comdiv/PDFs/ChiefJudgesTaskForceOnCommercialLitigationInThe21stpdf.pdf at 24; 

http://www.nycourts.gov/rules/comments/PDF/PC-PacketStaggdApps.pdf at 3. 

30 For the proposal, see http://www.nycourts.gov/rules/comments/PDF/PC-PacketStaggdApps.pdf. 

31 See https://www.nycourts.gov/courts/comdiv/PDFs/ChiefJudgesTaskForceOnCommercialLitigationInThe21stpdf.pdf at 20. 

32 Under the proposal, a self-represented individual must appear at each and every scheduled court appearance regardless of 

whether they anticipate being heard. 



 

• Requests for adjournments or to appear telephonically must be e-filed and received in writing by 
no later than 48 hours before the hearing. 

* * * 

This memorandum is not intended to provide legal advice, and no legal or business decision should be 
based on its content. Questions concerning issues addressed in this memorandum should be directed to: 

Roberta A. Kaplan   Allan Arffa 
212-373-3086    212-373-2303 
rkaplan@paulweiss.com   aarffa@paulweiss.com 

 

Alexia D. Koritz and Ameya Ananth contributed to this memorandum. 


